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ABSTRACT
The Global warming forces countries in the world to pay efforts to reduce the amount of carbon emission. Perennial
trees play an important role in terms of absorbing and storing carbon dioxide. Many studies indicated that carbon
sequestration can be efficiently estimated via a method combining with forest inventories and remote sensing. In the
present study, Therefore, the moderate resolution imaging specteroradioameter (MODIS) data are used to extract
different kinds of vegetation indices. . The vegetation indices namely EVI (Enhanced Vegetation Index), GVMI (Global
vegetation Moiture index), TRVI (Total ratio vegetation index) and two radiation variables namely LST (Land surface
temperature) and AlbedoNIR are used to estimate the carbon sequestration potential of casuarina plantation of Cuddalore
district of Tamilnadu, India. The improved remote sensing data based GPP model (IRS), which uses MODIS imagery
derived three vegetation indices namely EVI, GVMI and TRVI and two radiation budget variables AlbedoNIR and LST for the
calculation of GPP usingIRS model. The same five features along with GPP is used as input parameter for training and
testing the RBFNN. It classifies the pattern of carbon sequestration of casuarina plantation with an accuracy of 77.34%.
Keywords: Casuarina, Gross primary production, Radialbasis function Neural Network, MODIS.

INTRODUCTION
Casuarina is an N-fixing needle leaf perennial tree that has been used extensively for windbreak and
coastal stabilization in tropical and sub-tropical areas of the world The critical ecosystem services of
coastal forests, including Casuarina plantations, have gained great recognition recently, particularly after
the devastating 2004 Southeast Asian tsunami. It requires limited attention as it is a hardy plant which
survives in harsh climate. Casuarina plantation has the potential to sequestrate atmospheric CO2 and
contributes to the regional C cycling. Most studies have focused on the ecological functions of Casuarina,
such as land reclamation, windbreaks, erosion control, and wood and fuel production. However, the
aboveground and belowground biomass increment and C sequestration in Casuarina. plantations are not
estimated. Due to its large actual and potential planting areas in India and other parts of the world, the C
sequestration potential in Casuarina. may greatly account for the regional and global C budget.
Comprehensive report on biomass and productivity of manmade plantations are available. However,
information on carbon sequestrating potential of casuarinas is scanty, and the GPP estimation for large
scale area of casuarina plantation using remote sensing data is not attempted. Hence, the present study
was planned to establish the temporal dynamics of carbon sequestrating pattern of casuarina
plantationin Cuddalore and Perambalur Districts of Tamilnadu, India using multispectral lremote sensing
data.
The gross primary production (GPP) of an ecosystem represents the gross uptake of carbon dioxide (CO2)
by vegetation for photosynthesis. It is the primary conduit of carbon flux from atmosphere to land and a
key source of energy that fuels economies. On the other hand, CO2 from fossil fuel burning and ecosystem
respiration is a major contributor to global warming or greenhouse effect. Fossil fuel burning has
perturbed the carbon cycle, and affected the global climate, leading to worldwide research on climate
change and the carbon cycle [Heinsch et al., 2006], [Urbanski et al., 2007]. However, considerable
uncertainties still remain regarding the dynamics of carbon fluxes over both short and long time scales
and effective strategies are necessary to acquire relevant information about carbon flux processes, to
locate and to quantify terrestrial sources and sinks of carbon [Rahman et al., 2005].
As GPP is a measure of carbon uptake by vegetation, an improved knowledge about GPP can provide us a
useful measure of the health of ecosystem and the global carbon cycle. Estimating GPP of terrestrial
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ecosystems has been challenging because of its dependence on a variety of environmental factors [Mekela
et al., 2008]. Among the existing methods, the light use efficiency (LUE) model proposed by Monteith has
been widely used [Xiao et al., 2004], [Running et al., 2000], [Coops et al., 2005] to simulate the spatial and
temporal dynamics of GPP because of its theoretical basis and practicality [Running et al., 2000]. LUE is
defined as the amount of carbon uptake per unit of absorbed photo synthetically active radiation (APAR)
by photosynthetic biomass. In LUE, it is assumed that
 the ecosystem GPP is directly related to amount of APAR and
 the actual LUE may be lesser than its theoretical value because of environmental stresses such as
low temperatures or water deficits [Yuan et al., 2007].
The general form of LUE is:
(1)
(2)
Where PAR is the incident photo synthetically active radiation (MJ m-2) per unit time, FPAR is the fraction
of incident PAR absorbed by the canopy, max is the potential LUE (g C m-2 MJ-1APAR) without
environment stress, F is a scalar ranging from 0 to 1 representing the reduction of potential LUE under
environmental stresses, FPAR× PAR gives the APAR and ℇmax × F gives the realized LUE(ℇ). In recent
years, carbon fluxes measured by the eddy covariance (EC) tower sites set up over forest, grasslands,
savannas, etc., has provides useful field measurements for us to parameterize and to validate GPP models.
Furthermore, it has been shown that combining these EC tower measurements with remotely sensed (RS)
data has the potential to enhance modeling of GPP based on LUE. The MODIS-GPP Algorithm [Running et
al., 2004], Vegetation Photosynthesis Model [Xiao et al., 2004], EC-LUE [Yuan et al., 2007], etc., are some
examples of successful application of remote sensing data in GPP modeling. The objective of this study is
to develop a solely remote sensing data based GPP prediction model which does not depend on any
supplementary meteorological data.
Recently developed remote sensing data based GPP prediction model, which does not depend on any
supplementary meteorological data efficiently, calculate and the GPP in different forest ecosystem. [Jahan
and Gan, 2009] developed the remotely sensed GPP model, using only on four remote sensing variables two radiation budget variables (AlbedoNIR and LST) and two ecosystem variables - Global vegetation
moisture index (GVMI) and Enhanced vegetation index (EVI).
(3)
Where K is a scalar, and a, b, c, d are exponents. The present study is taken up in semiarid casuarina
plantation area, and hence, the remote sensing data based GPP prediction model was modified by adding
an additional parameter called total ratio vegetation index (TRVI), which was specific for arid and
semiarid vegetation. Several machine learning tools such as SVM, RBFNN and AANN have been used for
pattern classification studies. The efficiency of this machine learning techniques varies with the nature of
study and data available. The uses of these machine learning techniques in the carbon sequestration
pattern studies are scanty. Hence, in the carbon sequestration pattern of casuarina plantation is classified
using SVM, RBFNN and AANN. These classification tools utilize the vegetation indices calculated from the
MODIS imagery.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study site and data sets
Study site
The study site is located in the casuarina plantation of Cuddalore and Perambalur Districts of Tamilnadu,
India, and occupies an area of 50,000 ha. This area lies between11o15’N to 11o43’N latitude and 79o16’E
to 79o44’E longitude and the elevation of the study area ranges from 5 to 65 MSL. The year is broadly
divisible into two seasons: Dry season (March to September) and Wet season (October to February). Of
the total annual rainfall 1012 cm, north east monsoon (October-December) accounts for75% of the
rainfall and the remaining 25% of the rainfall occurs during January-September. The mean monthly
maximum and minimum temperature ranges are 28 to44oC and 22-28oC respectively. The soil is sodic
with sandy to salty clay loam texture characterised by unusually high pH (8.5-9.5) indicating poor water
holding capacity to poor permeability.
Remotely sensed data:
For the study site, the 8-day surface reflectance data (MOD09A1, Collection 5) of the four spectral bands,
blue, red, NIR (841-875 nm), and shortwave infrared (1628-1652 135 nm) were collected from 2007 to
2010 and then used to calculate vegetation indices - EVI and GVMI. The other 8-day composite MODIS
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data sets used in this study include the 1 km LST (MOD11A2, collection 5) and 1 km GPP
product(MOD17A2, Collection 5).
MOD11A2 is retrieved using the Split-Window algorithm and the thermal infra-redbands of MODIS [Wan
and Dozier, 1996]. We also collected MODIS albedo product which is produced every 8 days with 16 days
of acquisition. The Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) coefficients from MCD43A1
were used to calculate the actual albedo for the visible (VIS), NIR and shortwave bands (0.3- 0.7, 0.7-5.0,
and 0.3-5.0μ m, respectively) as a function of optical depth, solar zenith angle, band ([Schaaf et al., 2002],
http://daac.ornl.gov/MODIS/MODISmenu/ MCD43.html).
We estimated GPP with 1 km resolution which is same as that of MODIS GPP. Since the remotely sensed
data are of 1 km (LST, MODIS GPP) and 500 m (reflectance and albedo) resolutions, for LST and MODIS
GPP, we extracted digital values of a1-km pixel; while for reflectance and albedo, we used the average
value of 2×2 pixels which represents the same 1km × 1km area.
Research methodology
The research approach for casuarina plantation undertaken in this study can be summarized as follows:
1. Selecting EVI, GVMI, AlbedoNIR, LST and TRVI as the model predictors and investigating the
relationships between these model predictors and GPP.
2. Calibrating GPP using IRS model for the year 2007-2010, and comparing its results with the MODIS GPP
product (MODIS-17A2) and calculating the efficiency of RBFNN for classification of carbon sequestration
pattern of casuarina plantation.
IRS-GPP model predictors
Global Vegetation Moisture Index GVMI:
Previous studies have demonstrated the possibility of using NIR and short wave infra-red bands to
retrieve leaf and canopy water content (g/m2) using Landsat – TM data [Hunl and Rock, 1989],
hyperspectral data [Serrano et al.,, 2000], and VEGETATION (VGT) sensor data [Ceccato et al, 2001].
Recently, [Ceccato et al, 2002(a)], [Ceccato et al, 2002(b)] proposed to retrieve equivalent water
thickness (EWT) at the canopy level using GVMI from the VGT sensor:
(4)
where NIR and SWIR are reflectance of the rectified NIR band and short wave infrared bands,
respectively. [Ceccato et al, 2002(a)] tested GVMI in retrieving EWT from four different ecosystems and
found that water content retrieved from GVMI was consistent with field measured water content. Other
studies also demonstrated the applicability of GVMI in retrieving EWT [Dansan and Bowyer, 2004], [Du et
al., 2005]. To incorporate the effect of water stress in the R-GPP model, we used GVMI computed from
MODIS reflectance products. In this study, we found that seasonal dynamics of GPP agrees well with GVMI
(R2=0.86) for the casuarinas plantation Fig. 1(b) and therefore GVMI is selected as a predictor.
When there is sufficient soil moisture (water is not a limiting factor), photosynthesis will probably
depend more on temperature which is related to the incoming solar radiation. [Yuan et al., 2007] also
reported that GPP is controlled either by air temperature or by soil moisture, whichever is the most
limiting.
Near-infrared Albedo (AlbedoNIR):
Albedo (α), the fraction of incident solar radiation reflected by a surface plays a key role in partitioning
the total radiative flux into absorbed, sensible, latent, and reflected fluxes [Bounoun et al., 2000]. The net
radiation Rn is given as
(5)
Where Sin and Sout are the incoming and outgoing solar (shortwave) radiation; Lin and Lout are the down
welling and upwelling longwave radiation at the surface, respectively. Albedo influences the radiation
absorbed by plant canopies and thereby affects physical and bio-geochemical processes such as
photosynthesis, energy balance, evapotranspiration, and respiration [Wang et al., 2001], [Wang et al.,
2002(a)], [Wang et al., 2002(b)].
Furthermore, surface albedo also affects rainfall, vegetation growth [Bounoua et al., 2000], [Wang and
Davidson, 2007] and even droughts that could lead to desertification [Knorr et al., 2001]. The albedo of
vegetation, unlike that of bare soil, shows temporal variability due to the seasonal behavior of plant
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phenology such as green-up, peak greenness, drydown, and senescence. For example, Song [Song, 1998]
found that the albedo of a wheat field decreased from the peak green to senescence stage.
Although some previous studies on GPP [Gebremichael and Barros, 2006], [Lchii et al., 2003] used albedo
to calculate radiative fluxes, as far we know, none of them reported a direct relationship between NIR
albedo and GPP, and most of these models used a constant albedo without considering its temporal
variability.
In this study, albedo at the NIR band, AlbedoNIR(0.7 to 5μ m) has been used because the reflectance of
vegetation is very strong at NIR band, and likely because of this reason, it is the most commonly used
albedo in ecosystem modeling [Wang and Davidson, 2007], [Ghulami et al.,2007], [Ollingeri et al.,2008].
Since only 16-day resolution albedo data is available from MODIS, we have used that 16-day albedo
product produced every 8 days (e.g., albedo of Date 1 corresponds to average albedo of day 1 to 16 while
albedo of date 9 corresponds to average albedo of Date 9 to 24).To estimate the GPP of any 8 day period,
we have used AlbedoNIR averaged over that particular 8-day and the previous 8-day while the other
predictors were averaged over that particular 8-day. For example, to calculate the average GPP of day 9 to
16(17 to 24), the average albedo of day 1 to 16 (9 to 24) is used while the other predictors were averages
of day 9 to 16 (17 to 24). Therefore the R-GPP remains as an 8-dayGPP model.
Fig. 2(b) shows that the seasonal dynamics of AlbedoNIR and GPP is strongly correlated with each other
(R2=0.82) and hence it was selected as a model predictor in IRS model. AlbedoNIR gradually increases with
the fresh of leaf formation because of the high reflectance of canopy leaves in the NIR band and continues
until the peak green stage and then gradually decreases with the senescence of leaves is observed by
Wang [Wang,2005] for a boreal deciduous forest of Saskatchewan, Canada.
Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI):
EVI produces vegetation signal with improved vegetation monitoring through canopy background and
atmospheric corrections [Waring et al.,2006] as shown in Equation 6. It is more sensitive than the popular
normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) in high biomass regions. EVI has been shown to be a good
predictor of growing season GPP for many sites and it was used as a predictor in some previous models
[Xiao et al., 2004]. In this study we found that the seasonal dynamics of GPP agrees reasonably well with
EVI (R2=0.84) for the casuarina plantation Fig. 1(a) and shows that EVI is selected as a predictor.
(6)
Land Surface Temperature (LST):
LST is a potential predictor for GPP estimation because it can incorporate the effect of temperature and
Vapor pressure density (VPD) on vegetation [Hashimoto et al.,2008]. It is highly correlated with
vegetation dynamics [Sun and Kafatos,2007] and is positively correlated with NDVI in high latitudes (
[Karnieli et al.,2006]). The slope of LST/NDVI to be related to the evapotranspiration of Soil. Some studies
[Yuan et al., 2007], [Sims et al., 2008] reported that photosynthesisis predominantly controlled by
temperature only at the beginning and the end of a growing season, but by moisture conditions
throughout the growing season. Therefore we used a scaled LST (LSTs) ( equ.7) to set GPP to zero when
LST is below 0oC.
(7)
where LST is the observed LST and LSTmax is the maximum LST. In this study LSTmax is set to 45oC. Fig.
3(a) shows that GPP is strongly correlated with LSTs(R2=0.71). From January to April, GPP increases with
increasing LSTs; beyond that it decreases up to July due to high temperature and leaf senescence. The LST
start increases again from July due to the onset of southwest monsoon as shown in Fig. 3(a). However, it
is also found that GPP does not respond instantaneously to temperature rise during the early growing
season. Furthermore, low LSTs during the start and the end of each growing year restricts water and
nutrient uptake, and hence, it affects photosynthesis [Sims et al., 2008].
Total ratio vegetation index (TRVI):
In arid and semi-arid regions, soil background has more reflectance in the nearinfrared (NIR) and red
(RED) wavelengths of vegetation. Soil components that affect spectral reflection include colour,
roughness and water content. Roughness also hasthe effect of decreasing reflectance because of an
increase in multiple scattering and shading. RED-NIR scatter diagrams, termed the ’soil line’, are used as a
reference point in most vegetation studies.
The problem is that real soil surface is not homogeneous and composite of several types. Analysis has
shown that for a given soil characteristics, variability in one wavelength is often functionally related to
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reflectance in another wavelength. Vegetation over is usually sparse compared to soil background and
soil and plant spectral signatures tend to mix non-linearly.
Thus, arid plants tend to lack the strong red edge found in plants of humid regions due to ecological
adaptations to the hot desert environment. It is decided to introduce the new vegetation index based on
total wavelength (visible and NIR) in the GPP calculation. The total ratio vegetation index (TRVI) is the
ratio of NIR and the sumof visible and NIR wavelengths and is calculated using the following equation
(8)
where RED and NIR stands for spectral measurement acquired in the red and near infrared regions,
respectively.
For this equation, the normalized difference is divided by the total of visible and near infrared
wavelengths. In this equation ”4” is the measured reflectance. In fact this equation shows the ratio of the
normalized difference of reflectance and measured reflectance of all bands (i.e) the four bands in the
multispectral image. [HadiFadaei et al., 2012] used TRV Ito estimate the stand density of vegetation.
Fig. 2(a) shows that seasonal dynamics of TRVI and GPP is strongly correlated with each other (R2=0.88)
and hence TRVI is selected as a model predictor in the present study.
IRS-GPP model development and results
Given that GVMI, EVI, TRVI, AlbedoNIR and LSTs are correlated to GPP, we propose remotely sensed GPP
(IRS-GPP) model ( 9) based on these five RS predictors only,
(9)
Where k is a scalar, and a, b, c, d and e are exponents. These model parameters were calculated using the
MODIS data for the study site and a nonlinear optimization scheme, the Generalized Reduced Gradient
(GRG2)[Spaulding, 1998]. By GRG2, the optimized values of k, a, b, c, d, e have been found to be 114, 0.885,
1.05, 0.695, 0.933and 0.01 respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Seasonal dynamics of EVI from eight-day composites of MODIS
The performance of MODIS, EVI changed significantly over time, reaching its peak in early summer and
then declining gradually. In the present study the EVI of the casuarina plantation ranged from 0.2 to 0.78,
the maximum EVI was noticed in the month of January and the lowest EVI was observed in the peak
summer (May) as shown in Fig. 1.
The temporal dynamics of EVI within the plant-growing season is closely correlated to the dynamics of
observed GPP. EVI is sensitive to phenological changes in leaf and canopy, and the other factor which
affects the EVI is change in photosynthetic active vegetation and non-photosynthetic vegetation
proportions within individual leaves (leaflevel), and age of the leaves.
Evergreen needle leaf vegetation consist of leaves with various ages of years. As a needle leaf get old, it
changes its size (leaf thickness), dry weight and chlorophyll content. Based on a comparative assessment
of needle anatomy of red spruce needle leaf thickness of 1st year leaves is about 1% smaller than that of
2nd year leaves and there is less intracellular air space in the 2nd year leaves .
Although chlorophyll concentration may be stable over the seasons, an increase in leaf thickness results
in a larger volume of needle leaf, which lead to dilution effect of chlorophyll in the needle leaf. The
changes in the leaf size (thickness), intercellular air space, dry weight and distribution effect might
together affect reflectance, transmittance and absorption of PAR by needle leaf, for instance, the 2nd year
needle leaf have slightly higher reflectance value in the blue band, but little changes of reflectance values
in red band in comparison to first year needles. After reaching the peak in early summer, NIR values
decline gradually resulting in low EVI value.
Seasonal dynamics of GVMI from eight-day composites of MODIS
The GVMI has distinct seasonal dynamics over the year as shown in Fig. 1(b). High GVMI values in winter
and early spring are attributed to increased availability of soil moisture in soil. During the winter and
early spring, plant can extract ample quantity of water for its growth, resulting in higher leaf water
content. This might be the reason for the high GVMI value during the winter and early spring seasons. As
the summer approaches the GVMI starts decreasing due to the reduction in leaf moisture content and leaf
maturity. Jahan and Gan[Jahan and Gan, 2011] have established the positive relationship between leaf
moisture content and GVMI.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1: Seasonal Dynamics of (a) Enahanced vegetation index (EVI) with GPP. (b)
Global vegetation moisture index (GVMI) with GPP.
Seasonal dynamics of TRVI from eight-day composites of MODIS
Changes in the value of TRVI during the plant growing season is depicted are Fig. 2.In the present study,
the TRVI ranged from 0.12 to 0.3, and maximum TRVI is recorded in the month of January. TRVI is also
affected by leaf moisture and plant growing season. As the soil moisture declines from January to June,
the TRVI also decreases considerably. Vegetation that is dead or stressed reflects more red light and less
NIR light. This might be the reason for low TRVI during summer (May-June). Similarly the TRVI increases
as the new leaves are formed, this was clearly noticed in the study from the month of July to December,
which coincides with the onset of monsoon rainfall. The lowest TRVI was observed in the month of MayJune. A positive correlation(0.84) was noticed between TRVI and GPP.
The present study is conducted in semiarid region. Generally in semi arid region, the green vegetation
index tends to decrease with low reflecting soil background and the influence of soil background has been
found to seriously hamper the assessment and characterisation of vegetation canopy cover [Huete and
Jackson, 1987]. Use of this TRVI in the IRS model might have reduced the impact of reflection from soil
background.
Seasonal dynamics of Albedo (AlbedoNIR) from eight day composites of MODIS
Reflectance of vegetation is very strong at NIR band and likely because of this reason, it is most commonly
used in ecosystem modeling. In the present study, the albedo value ranged from 0.14 to 0.3. As that of EVI,
and GVMI, albedo value also increased during the new flush formation and in early spring season. The
maximum albedo(0.3)was noticed in the month of February and started declining during summer as
shown in Fig. 2(b). The lower albedo value of (0.14) was noticed in the month of May. From the month of
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June onwards, AlbedoNIR gradually increased with the green up of leaves due to the onset of south west
monsoon, high reflectance of canopy leaves in NIR band continued until the peak green stage and then
gradually decreased with the senasence of leaves as it was observed by Wang [Wang,2005] for boreal
deciduous forest of Canada.
Seasonal dynamics of LST from eight-day composites of MODIS
Temperature is an important factor which directly influences the photosynthesis and GPP. In this study
the LST ranged from 0.25 to 0.8, from the month of January to April. The LST increased gradually and
reached the peak value in the month of May and then declined. The GPPobs increased with increase in LST
till April, beyond that GPP decreased as the LST increased. Again from the month of June, LST started
declining whereas GPP increased gradually as shown in Fig. 3(a).
Predicted gross primary production from eight-day composites of MODIS
The results from simulations of the IRS model using eight-day composite MODIS data have shown that the
IRS model predicts reasonably well the gross primary production of a casuarina plantation. The IRS
model overestimated GPP as compared to MODISGPP as indicated by the slopes of simple linear
regression models between IRS model predicted GPP and MODIS GPP as shown in Fig. 3(b). IRS GPPpred
(from eight day MODIS composites) was only slightly larger ( 5%) than MODIS GPP. Performance of all
models depends upon input data.
For the IRS model, it is largely vegetation indices from eight-day MODIS imagery that affect performance
of IRS model. In comparison to other PEM models that employ only NDVI [Running et al., 2000], the IRS
model has three simple but innovative features. The first feature is that the IRS model uses an improved
vegetation index that is related to vegetation greenness (EVI). The second feature is that the IRS model
uses an improved vegetation index that is related to vegetation water content (GVMI) to estimate the
effect of water on photosynthesis and the third important feature is vegetation index related to arid and
semiarid vegetation (TRVI), which minimize the soil background reflection in the GPP model.
One advantage of using water-related vegetation index in the IRS model is that there is no need for a soil
moisture model that is usually driven by very coarse resolution of input datasets (e.g., precipitation, soil
texture, and soil depth), which could result in large uncertainty or error in soil moisture.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2: Seasonal Dynamics of (a) Total ratio vegetation index (TRVI) with GPP. (b)
Albedo index with GPP.
There exist a few water-oriented vegetation indices [Ceccato et al, 2002(a)],[Xiao et al., 2002], [Maki et al.,
2004], and extensive field work is needed to collect seasonal data of leaf and canopy water content, which
would help to evaluate those spectral water indices and improve understanding of water-related
biophysical processes of leaves over time. In addition, a comparison between water-related vegetation
index and soil moisture data from a soil moisture model should be conducted. Although these two
innovative features need to be validated across various biomes through systematic and extensive field
measurement and radiative transfer modeling, the IRS model has the potential to improve estimation of
seasonal dynamics and interannual variations of gross primary production of arid and semiarid perennial
vegetation, in comparison to the other existing PEM models that employ NDVI only.
The IRS model uses the new vegetation index, the total ratio vegetation indexwhich is developed
specifically for the arid and semiarid regions to minimize the soilbackground reflection.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3: (a) Seasonal Dynamics of LST and GPP. (b) Comparison of IRS GPP with
MODIS GPP.
Classification Technique
Radial Basis Function Neural Network
The Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) [Haykin, 2001] has a feed forward architecturewith
an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer as shown in Fig. 4.Radial basis functions are embedded
into a two-layer feed forward neural network. Such a network is characterized by a set of inputs and a set
of outputs. In betweenthe inputs and outputs, there is a layer of processing units called hidden units.
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Fig. 4: Radial basis function neural networks.
Eachof them implements a radial basis function. The input layer of this network has niunits for a
nidimensional input vector. The input units are fully connected to thenhhidden layer units, which are in
turn fully connected to the ncoutput layer units,wherenc is the number of output classes. The activation
functions of the hidden layerare chosen to be Gaussians [Koh et al., 2002], and are characterized by their
mean vectors (centers)μi, and covariance matrices Ci,i = 1, 2, · · · nh,. For simplicity, it is assumed that
thecovariance matrices are of the form
. Then the activation function of the ith
hidden unit for an input vector is given by
(10)
The and are calculated by using suitable clustering algorithm. Here the k-means clustering algorithm
is employed to determine the centers. The algorithm is composed of the following steps:
Randomly initialize the samples to k means (clusters)
1.

2.
3.
4.

Classify n samples according to nearest
Recomputed

.

.

Repeat the steps 2 and 3 until no change in

.

The number of activation functions in the network and their spread influence the smoothness of the
mapping. The assumption
is made to ensure that the activation functions are not too peaked or
too flat where
is given by
(11)
In the above equation, d is the maximum distance between the chosen centers, and η is an empirical scale
factor which serves to control the smoothness of the mapping function. Therefore, the above equation is
written as
(12)
The hidden layer units are fully connected to the nc output layer units through weights wik. The output
units are linear, and the response of the kth output unit for an input xj is given by

where

= 1. Given nt samples from nc classes, training the RBFNN involves estimating
.

.
Classification of casuarina plantation using RBFNN
Six features were extracted using MODIS imagery at the rate of four per month from 2007-2010. So
altogether 184 samples were obtained. For RBFNN training, 164 samples were taken out of 184, each
with 6 features are given as input to the RBFNN model. The RBF centers are located using k-means
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algorithm. The weights are determined using least squares algorithm. The value of k = 2, 3, 4 and 5has
been used in our studies. The system gives optimal performance for k = 4. For training, the weight matrix
is calculated using the least squares algorithm.
For classification, the feature vectors are extracted and each of the feature vectors is given as input to the
RBFNN model. The average output is calculated for each of the output neurons. The class to which the
each sample belongs is decided based on the highest confidence score. The performance measures
calculated for the three different classes such as class 0 , class 1 and class 2 are shown in Table 1.
The classwise performance of RBFNN for carbon sequestration pattern classification of casuarina
plantation using satellite imagery derived vegetation indices (MODIS)are given in Table 1 and Fig. 5(c).
The results of the analysis showed that increase in the number of clusters increase the sensitivity,
precision, F-score and accuracy. However, some variation was observed with specificity.
Sensitivity: Increase in cluster number from 2 to 4 increase the sensitivity from83.00% to 97% in class 0
and 86% to 92% in class 1. However, a declining trend insensitivity was observed with cluster 5 in both
class 0 and class 1. In class 2 increase in number of clusters from 2 to 5 increased the sensitivity value
from 71% to 89%.
Specificity: No clear trend was observed with specificity. Increase in the number of cluster from 2 to 3
increased the specificity from 14% to 33%, further increase in number of clusters decreased the
specificity in class 0. In class 1, increase in specificity was noticed with increase in number of clusters
from 2 to 3 and a declining trend was noticed with cluster 3 (9%) and in cluster 4 specificity increased to
25%. No clear trend was noticed in class 2 in respect of specificity.
Precision: The precision value increased with increased number of clusters from2 to 4 in all the three
classes. Increase in the cluster number from 2 to 4 increased the precision value from 68% to 78% in
class 0, 67% to 75% in class 1 and 73% to 79% in class 2. Increase in cluster from 4 to 5 decreased the
precision value.
F-score and Accuracy: A very similar trend as that of precision was noticed with F-score and accuracy.
Increase in the cluster number from 2 to 4 increased the both F-score and accuracy.
Increase in F-score and accuracy from 75% to 86% and 61% to 77% was noticed in class 0 as the in
cluster increased from 2 to 4. Similarly in class 1 and class 2 F-score increased from 75% to 83% and 72%
to 83% respectively. Accuracy also increased with increase in cluster from 2 to 5. The increase in
accuracy was from 62% to 72%in class 1. The increased accuracy of 60% to 74% was noticed with
increase in cluster number from 2 to 4 in class 2.
Increase in the cluster number from 2 to 4 increased the sensitivity, precision and average accuracy.
However the highest the specificity (28%) was noticed with cluster 3.The cluster 2 recorded the lowest
value in respect of sensitivity, specificity, precision and average accuracy. Fig. 5 shows that the
performance of RBFNN for carbon sequestration classification is 77.34%.
Table 1: Class-wise performance of RBFNN for carbon sequestration pattern classification of casuarina
plantation using satellite imagery derived vegetation indices(MODIS).
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5: (a)Average performance of RBFNN for different means for each class. (b)Performance of RBFNN
for different means for all classes. (c) Overall performance of RBFNN for each mean in Casuarina
plantation.
CONCLUSION
In this study, an improved remote sensing data based GPP model (IRS), which uses MODIS imagery
derived three vegetation indices namely EVI, GVMI and TRVI and two radiation budget variables
AlbedoNIR and LST for the calculation of GPP using IRS model. The same five features along with GPP is
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used as input parameter for training and testing the RBFNN. It classifies the pattern of carbon
sequestration of casuarina plantation with an accuracy of 77.34%.
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